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Questo prodotto è stato testato e collaudato nei laboratori della casa costruttrice, la quale ne ha verificato la 
perfetta corrispondenza delle caratteristiche con quelle richieste dalla normativa vigente. This product has been 
tried and tested in the manufacturer's laboratory who have verified that the product conforms in every aspect to 
the safety standards in force. Ce produit a été testé et essayé dans les laboratoires du fabricant. Pour l'installer 
suivre attentivement les instructions fournies. Dieses Produkt wurde in den Werkstätten der Herstellerfirma 
auf die perfekte Übereinstimmung seiner Eigenschaften mit den von den geltenden Normen vorgeschriebenen 
getestet und geprüft. Este producto ha sido probado y ensayado en los laboratorios del fabricante, que ha 
comprobado la perfecta correspondencia de sus características con las contempladas por la normativa vigente.
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  ELECTROMECHANICAL BARRIER WITH A DC POWERED MOTOR 

 24Vdc Motors 700/ELDOM34LG (V1.00)
700/ELDOM34DG 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Vac 230 

A 0,9
W  250
% 90

m/min 6
s  3 ÷ 4
s 2

Nm  180
°C -20°…+55

- Power supply 
- Current input 
- Power input 
- Duty cycle 
- Drag speed 
- Opening time (90°) 
- Passageway opening time (75°) 
- Maximum torque  
- Operating temperature range 
- Protection grade IP  54

Vdc 24
W 120

Motor data:
- Motor power supply 
- Maximum power input 
- Nominal current input A 3

MHz 433.92 / 486.3
Nr. 4
Nr. 6

Incorporated receiver card:
- Reception frequency 
- Number of channels 
- Number of functions 
- Number of memorisable codes Nr. 300 / 1000

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS  
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 INSTALLATION EXAMPLE

1

LEGEND
1 Barrier
2 Selector switch 
3 Photocells 
4 All pole circuit breaker with a min. of 3 mm between the contacts
5 Magnetic sensor
6 Standard boom
7 Electronic programmer 
8 Warning light
9 Fixed support fork
10 Rubber buffer
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FASTENING THE BASE OF THE BARRIER TO THE PLINTH 
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LEFT-HAND BOOM INSTALLATION 
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RIGHT-HAND BOOM INSTALLATION 
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Inversione apertura asta
Inversione apertura asta
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 ADJUSTING THE HORIZONTAL / VERTICAL POSITION OF THE  BOOM
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STANDARD WIRING DIAGRAM 
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LEGEND 
ANS External aerial 
LP Flashing warning lights 
LED Boom lights 
FTC-RX Photocell receiver 

FTC-TX                   Photocell transmitter 
LP Flashing warning lights 
SEL Mechanical selector switch 
TB Blocking button 
CSP Safety edge 
STOP Emergency stop button 

COLOUR CODE 
Bl Black
Gr Green
Gy Grey
Yw Yellow
Wh White

Collegamenti scheda base CC ELXDOM24
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ATTENTION! IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
READING THESE INSTRUCTIONS IS IMPORTANT FOR PERSONAL SAFETY. READ THE FOLLOWING REMARKS 
CAREFULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE INSTALLATION. PAY PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO ALL THE PARA-
GRAPHS MARKED WITH THE SYMBOL  IN THIS ORIGINAL INSTRUCTION MANUAL. NOT READING THESE 
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS COULD COMPROMISE THE CORRECT WORKING ORDER OF THE SYSTEM AND 
CREATE DANGER SITUATIONS FOR THE USERS OF THE SYSTEM. SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE.

• These instructions are aimed at professionally qualified "Installers of electrical 
equipment" and must respect the local standards and regulations in force.
All materials used must be approved and must suit the environment in which
the installation is situated.

• All maintenance operations must be carried out by professionally qualified
technicians. Before carrying out any cleaning or maintenance operations
make sure the power is disconnected at the mains and that the 24V battery
supply connection J1 has been disconnected.

• This appliance must be used exclusively for the purpose for which it has been
made. "i.e. for traffic control" of passageways with widths of 3 m and 4 m.

• The unit may be fitted both to the right and to the left of the passageway.
• This product and all its relative components has been designed and manu-

factured by Cardin Elettronica who have verified that the product conforms
in every aspect to the safety standards in force.
Any non authorised modifications are to be considered improper and therefore 
dangerous.
The manufacturer accepts no liability for situations arising from the use of
an electrical installation which does not conform to the local standards and
regulations in force and in particular when the earthing circuit is not efficient.

It is the responsibility of the installer to make sure that the following public safety 
conditions are satisfied:
1) Ensure that the barrier installation is far enough away from the main road to

eliminate possible traffic disruptions. 
2) The barrier must be installed on the inside of the property and not on the public 

side of the property. The booms must not swing outwards onto a public area.
3) The barrier is designed for use on installations through which vehicles are

passing. Pedestrians should use a separate entrance.
4) The boom must be in full view when it is operating therefore controls must be

situated in a position where the operator can see the boom at all times.
5) At least two warning signs (similar to the example on the

right) should be placed, where they can be easily seen by
the public, in the area of the system of automatic operation. 
One inside the property and one on the public side of the
installation.
These signs must be indelible and not hidden by any objects 
(such as tree branches, decorative fencing etc.).

6) Make sure that the end-user is aware that children and/or
pets must not be allowed to play within the area of a road barrier  installation.
If possible include this in the warning signs.

7) A correct earth connection is fundamental in order to guarantee the electrical
safety of the machine

8) If you have any questions about the safety of the boom operating system, do 
not install the operator. Contact your dealer for technical assistance.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

710/ELDOM34LG/DG
Automation for 3 m and 4 m booms with a 24 Vdc motor. 
Barrier cabinet with key lock, complete with boom support and LED flashing 
light built into the head of the structure plus mechanical release accessible 
with key from the outside
The incorporated electronic programmer contains the power stage, the logic 
control, the battery charger and the radio receiver module. The power supply 
is routed to the electronics card via a separate transformer which is housed 
in the same container.
716/DOM3/4 
Extruded aluminium boom with paint finish, 3/4 metres long, complete with 
PVC profiles.       

716/DOM3L/4L 
Extruded aluminium boom with paint finish, 3/4 metres long, complete with 
LED lights and PVC profiles.       

716/BOXDOM 
Accessory box with DIN rails and fixing plates

716/ELUFS1 
Fixed aluminium support fork

716/BASEDOM34
Ground fastening base

• 24 Vdc motor with tempered steel never ending screws;
- lockable flip-back upper hood in spray-painted aluminium  with built-in 

warning lights;
- external manual release mechanism with key access;
- irreversible second stage reduction unit with tempered steel gears and first 

stage reduction worm gear in highly reliable self-lubricating POM, mounted 
on a cast aluminium stator;

- boom balancing spring;
- lubrication using permanently fluid grease;
- barrier cabinet made of spray-painted metal (cataphoresis passivation + 

powder spray painting)

Attention! Only for EU customers - WEEE marking.
This symbol indicates that once the products life-span has expired 
it must be disposed of separately from other rubbish. The user is 
therefore obliged to either take the product to a suitable differen-
tial collection site for electronic and electrical goods or to send it 
back to the manufacturer if the intention is to replace it with a new 
equivalent version of the same product.

Suitable differential collection, environmental friendly treatment and disposal 
contributes to avoiding negative effects on the ambient and consequently 
health as well as favouring the recycling of materials.
Illicitly disposing of this product by the owner is punishable by law and will be 
dealt with according to the laws and standards of the individual member nation.

Have the appliance controlled and checked at regular intervals by specialised 
maintenance personnel:
- Check to be carried out after the first 200.000 manoeuvres (or six months 

after the installation);
Periodically check the correct operation of all safety devices (photoelectric cells 
etc.). Eventual repair work or maintenance must be carried out by specialised 
personnel using original spare parts. The appliance is not suitable for continu-
ous operation and must be adjusted according to the model (see technical 
data on page 48).

The minimum controls which may be installed are OPEN-STOP-CLOSE, these 
controls must be installed in a location not accessible to children.
During the opening/closing manoeuvre check for correct operation and activate 
the emergency stop button in case of danger.
During blackouts the boom can be released and manually manoeuvred (see 
manual manoeuvre pag. 18). 

• The ground must be stable enough to firmly hold the plinth and the anchor 
plates.

• Where possible protect the barrier cabinet from accidental knocks by
passing vehicles.

• Work out the run of the cables according to the command and control
devices fitted and make sure the system conforms to the local standard
and regulations in force (see installation example fig. 1 pag. 2).

It is very important that the barrier be well fixed to the fastening base 
as the ground anchors could loosen throughout time due to movement 
and vibration and cause damage to the cabinet.

FITTING THE UNIT (fig. 3-3a)
Prepare a cement base with the base plate and anchors "A" (optional) embed-
ded. The cable passage pipe "B" and the four threaded bolts M12 must 
protrude (30 mm) from the base plate. 

The base plate must be perfectly in square, its surface must be clean 
and the four threaded bolts must emerge perpendicularly.

Note: the cement base should preferably protrude 50 mm out of the 
ground in order to avoid water build up which could damage the appli-
ance. 

 IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

APERTURA AUTOMATICA

NON AVVICINARSI

NON PERMETTERE A BAMBINI O AD 
ANIMALI DOMESTICI DI SOSTARE NEL 
RAGGIO D'AZIONE DEL CANCELLO

ATTENZIONE

  USER INSTRUCTIONS

 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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The size of the base plinth will vary according to the characteristics of the 
ground.
Remove the 4 self-locking nuts "D" from the four threaded bolts (used to fasten 
down the anchors) and insert the base of the barrier "C". 
Fasten down the barrier using the 4 self-locking nuts "D" and washers supplied 
with the appliance. 
It is also possible to fasten the barrier to an already existing cement base as 
long as the thickness of the base is great enough to guarantee a strong hold 
for the rawlplugs.
We advise you to use the following type of rawlplug: "Steel anchor bolts M12/
Ø20 for heavy duty use".

FITTING THE BOOM  (fig. 4)
Mount the boom fixing base "A" onto the boom support hub "B" and lock 
with thecable fastening bracket "C" using the screws "D" provided in the kit. 
Insert the assembled unit onto the shaft "E",tighten the screw "F" and insert 
thegrub screw "G". Insert the safety edge connectors "H" into the bracket 
"C". With LED boom, also insert the connectors "H1". Insert the boom "I" and 
secure it using the six screws and washers "J". Apply the hub cap "K" using 
the screws "L" to secure it.

INVERTING THE BOOM OPENING DIRECTION (fig. 6)
To invert the boom opening direction from left (fig. 6a) to right (fig. 6e), release 
the boom and move it to a vertical position "A" fig. 6b. With the spring "C" 
at rest (NOT UNDER TENSION) unscrew and remove the nut and bolt "B". 
remove the spring and the accessory box"D" if present (fig. 6c). Dismantle and 
reassemble the boom to the right as shown in figure 5 and move it to a vertical 
position "A" (fig 6c). Replace the spring "C" and insert and fasten diown the 
nut and bolt "B" (fig. 6d). Lock the boom and select right-hand boom from 
the OPTIONS menu.

ASSEMBLING THE FIXED SUPPORT POLE 716/ELUFS1 (fig. 7)
The fixed support pole is positioned at the head of the boom and functions as a 
reference point for the closing of the barrier. 
When the boom is moving it should never crash into the support pole but should 
rest lightly against it instead.
Prepare a cement base in which the anchor plate "S" is to be inserted (make sure 
that the M8 threaded bolts are protruding by 30 mm).
The base must be perfectly level, the threaded M8 bolts must emerge perpen-
dicularly and be perfectly clean.
Unscrew the four self-tapping screws on the four threaded bolts (needed to block 
the anchors fig. 5a) and insert the base. 
Fasten down using the supplied nuts and washers.
It is also possible to fix the base of the support to cement base or pavement 
which already exists as long as it is wide enough and strong enough to take the 
anchor bolts.
We advise you to use the following type of rawlplug: "Steel anchor bolts M8/
Ø14 for heavy duty use".

MANUAL MANOEUVRE (fig. 8)
Caution! The manual manoeuvre should only be carried out if the equipment 
has locked due to power failure or during installation of the automation.
Access to the release mechanism may be on the right or left according to 
the installation. To reverse the boom opening direction, turn the release 
system from the position det. A to det. B or viceversa, having loosened the 
4 fastening screws to do so.
To access the mechanism, first remove the lock unit as shown in sequence 1 
and 2 of figure 6 / 6a, then release the motor using the hex wrench provided 
(sequence 3 and 4). To relock the motor, carry out the reverse procedure.

ACCESS TO THE CABINET (fig. 9)
To access the mechanical / electronic controlsusing the key provided: turn 
the key counter clockwise "1" and flip up the top cover "2". Tilt the panel 
"3" outwards and then pull upwards to remove it "4". To reclose the top 
cover move the jeft-hand lever lock upwards.

MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE HORIZONTAL POSITION 
OF THE BOOM (fig. 10)
Release the boom andlower it until the barrier is in the closed position "1". 
Loosen the nut "2" by turning it counter clockwise, put the spirit level "3" 
on the boom and turn screw "4" to adjust the horizontal position. With the 
boom in the correct position "5",tighten the nut "6".

MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE VERTICAL POSITION OF 
THE BOOM (fig. 10a)
Release the boom andraise it until the barrier is in the open position"1". 
Loosen the nut "2" by turning it counter clockwise, put the spirit level "3" 
on the boom and turn screw "4" to adjust the vertical position. With the 
boom in the correct position "5", tighten the nut "6".

BALANCING THE BOOM  (fig. 10b)
Release the boom, open the cabinet panel and turn the nut "1" counter 
clockwise (approx. 5 turns). Turn the spring counter clockwise to increase 
the tension or clockwise to decrease the tension until the boom remains in 
position "3", i.e. inclined by about 30° - 40°. Having balanced the boom, 
tighten the nut "4".

Electronic programmer for a dc motor with an incorporated radio receiver card, which 
allows the memorisation of 300 / 1000 user codes (see "remote control").  The "rolling 
code" type decoder uses 433.92 MHz series transmitters.
The motor rotation speed is electronically controlled, starting slowly and increasing 
in speed; the speed is reduced as it nears the travel limit so as to enable a controlled 
smooth stop.
Programming is carried out using one button and allows you to set the system, the 
current sensor and the entire boom travel distance while the logic carries out position 
control using an encoder.
The intervention of the anticrush/antidrag sensor during the closing and opening 
stages causes a brief (10°) travel direction inversion then a block.

Attention! There is no 230 Vac contact on any part of the electronic card: 
only low voltage safety current is available.

 In conformity with the electrical safety standards it is forbidden to con-
nect binding posts 10-11-12-13 directly to a circuit that receives power 
greater than 30 Vac/dc.

Warning! For the correct operation of the programmer the incorporated 
batteries must be in good condition: the programmer will lose the posi-
tion of the boom in case of blackouts when the batteries are flat the 
alarm will sound. 

Check the good working order of the batteries every six months (see page 
22 "Battery check").

• The controlled load output (binding post 15) is aimed at reducing battery 
power consumption (if installed) during blackouts; photocells and other
safety devices should be connected to this output.

• When a command is received, via radio or via wire, the electronic program-
mer routes voltage to the CTRL 24 Vdc output. It then evaluates the state 
of the safety devices and if they are at rest it will activate the motor.

• Connecting devices to the controlled output contact also allows you to 
carry out the autotest function (enabled using "TEST FI" and "TEST FS"
in the "OPTIONS" menu) and check that the safety devices are functioning 
correctly.

• The presence of the electrical current sensor does not dispense with the 
obligation to install photoelectric cells and other safety devices foreseen 
by the safety standards in force.

• Before connecting the appliance make sure that the voltage and frequency 
rated on the data plate conform to those of the mains supply. 

• The motor’s power cable must be made of polychloroprene in conformity 
with the international standard 60245 IEC 57 (es. 3 x 1.5 mm2  H05RN-F).

• The cable may only be replaced by qualified technicians.

• An all pole trip switch with at least 3 mm between the contacts must be 
installed between the unit and the mains supply.

• Don't use cables with aluminium conductors; don't solder the ends of
cables which are to be inserted into the binding posts; use cables marked 
T min 85°C and resistant to atmospheric agents.

• The terminal wires must be positioned in such a way that both the wire
and the insulating sheath are tightly fastened. 

Mains power supply connection
• Connect the control and security device wires.
• Run the mains power supply through the cable clamp located on the bottom right 

of the main circuit board and to the separate 3-way terminal board:

- connect the neutral to binding post N
- connect the earth to binding post 
- connect the live to binding post  L
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Terminal board connections
1-2 MOT motor power supply (to change the sense of rotation select RIGHT or 

LEFT boom installation from the OPTIONS menu)
 3-4 ENCODER inputs Bl-Gr for the encoder signal
5-6 ENCODER inputs Gy-Yw for the encoder signal
7 LCK 
8-9 EMRG Emergency stop button
10-11 AUX1 Potential free NO-contact indicating the status of the boom (separate power 

supply Vmax=30 Vac/dc: Imax=1A) or the second radio channel. Selection is 
carried out on the display LCD1.

12-13 AUX2 Potential free NO-contact indicating the status of the boom (separate 
power supply Vmax=30 Vac/dc: Imax=1A) or for the activation of the courtesy 
light. Selection is carried out on the display LCD1.

14  CMN common for all inputs and outputs
15  LP 24 Vdc 25 W output for warning lights intermittent activation (50%),

12,5 W continuous activation
16  LED 24 Vdc 3 W output for the boom lights (pre-wired)
17  CMN common for all inputs and outputs
18  24 Vdc controlled output, powering external loads (1)

19  CMN common for all inputs and outputs
20  24 Vdc output, powering external loads (1)

21  TA1 (N.O. contact) opening button 1 input
22  TA2 (N.O. contact) opening button 2 input
23  TC1 (N.O. contact) closing button 1 input
24  TC2 (N.O. contact) closing button 2 input
25  CMN common for all inputs and outputs
26 TB (N.C./8.2 kΩ) stop button input (The opening of this contact interrupts the 

cycle until a new movement command is given) (2)

27 CP (N.C./8.2 kΩ) safety edge input. Opening this contact will provoke a travel 
direction inversion of a few degrees during the closing stage and during the 
opening stage(2)

28  FS (N.C./8.2 kΩ) The opening of this contact will block all movement, until the 
obstruction has been removed and the pause time has elapsed, due to the safety 
device cutting in, the door will then continue moving in the closing direction (only 
with automatic reclosing enabled)(2)

29  FI (N.C./8.2 kΩ) safety and control devices in input (photocells invert the travel 
direction when an obstruction is detected). Opening this contact will provoke a 
travel direction inversion during closure due to the cutting in of the safety device(2)

31  Mass conductor for radio receiver antenna
30  Pole conductor for radio receiver antenna (if an external antenna is fitted use a 

coaxial type cable RG58 with an impedance of 50Ω)

B1 Signal buzzer "via radio" mode 
BC Battery charger card 
LCD1 Display
F1 15A blade fuse(4) (motor power protection) 
F2 4A blade fuse(4) (24V circuit protection) 
F3 15A blade fuse(4) (motor protection during battery operation) 
F4 4A blade fuse(4) (24V circuit protection during battery operation)
Nota (4)  These are automotive type blade fuses (max. voltage 58V)

J1 Battery connection
J2 Transformer secondary protection
J3 Emergency enable jumper 
MM Transmitter code memory module
P1 Menu navigation button ( )
P2 Programming and confirm button (PROG./OK) 
P3 Menu navigation button ( )
R1 Radio frequency module, 433 MHz for series S4XX and S500 transmitters

32  CMN common for the emergency buttons
33  EMRG1 (N.A.) ingresso pulsante per manovra di emergenza 1
34  EMRG2 (N.A.) ingresso pulsante per manovra di emergenza 2
ALL UNUSED NC CONTACTS MUST BE JUMPED and consequently the correspond-
ing security device tests (FI, FS) must also be deactivated. If you want to activate the 
FI, FS test both the transmission and receiver parts of the security devices must be 
connected to the binding post marked (CTRL24Vdc).
If the test is active there will be a 1 second delay between the command transmission 
and movement of the boom.

• Switch on the power and make sure that
the indicator LEDs are in the following condition.

- L1 Power on  ON
- L2 Wrong battery connection OFF (3)

Indications on the display at rest  activated
-  S1 Indicator for the blocking button  TB   (4) TB

-  S2 Indicator for the inverting photoelectric cells  FI   (4) FI

-  S3 Indicator for the stop photoelectric cells FS   (4) FS

-  S4 Indicator for the safety edge  CP   (4) CP

-  S5 Indicator for the opening button  TA TA

-  S6 Indicator for the closing button  TC TC

-  S7 Indicator for the sequential command  TD TD
If the green power on LED "L1" doesn't light up check the condition of the fuses 
and the power cable connection at the transformer primary.
If one or more of the safety indications "S1, S2, S3, S4" flash check the con-
tacts of the relative security devices and check that the unused safety device 
contacts have been bridged. 
The indications "S5, S6, S7" change status on the display when the relative 
command is activated, eg. pressing the button "TA" will change the status from 
'at rest' to 'active' (white characters on a black background).
Note (1) The total of the 2 external device outputs must not exceed 10W.
Note (2) The (N.C./8.2 kΩ) selection is carried out on the LCD1 display.
Note (3)  If this LED is "ON" invert the battery power cables immediately.
Note (4)   If the security device has not been activated the indications on the display 

are at rest. Make sure that when the security device is activated the 
status is inverted (black characters on a white background).
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PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE (parameter setting)
• All the functions of the electronic programmer can be set in the Display menu "LCD1" using the three buttons contained therein:
- use the arrows to navigate through the menu and/or to adjust the display contrast;
- use "PROG/OK" to modify the parameter settings and/or to confirm. 

MOTOR SELECTION
ELDOM24 3/4M-6M 

CURRENT SENSOR
LEVEL 1...5 

LIMITED OPENING
SETTING 1...9 

“PROG/OK” 
to return to
 ‘options’

Arrow
to scroll

TEST FS
ON/OFF

INSTALLED BOOM
LEFT/RIGHT

MEMO RADIO
ON/OFF

INSTALLED BOOM
LEFT/RIGHT

MEMO RADIO
ON/OFF

RAPID RECLOSING
ON/OFF

MEMO RADIO
ON/OFF

RAPID RECLOSING
ON/OFF

AUX1 - AUX2
CH2 / CRTY LIGHT

RAPID RECLOSING
ON/OFF

AUX1 - AUX2
CH2 / CRTY LIGHT

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

RESET PARAMETERS
OK

FW VERSION 
ELDOM24 V0.04

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
per ritornare al

 menu moto

MOTOR SELECTION
ELDOM24 3/4M-6M 

CURRENT SENSOR
LEVEL 1...5 

BRAKING CLOSING 
SETTING 1...9 

MOTOR SELECTION
ELDOM24 3/4M-6M 

CURRENT SENSOR
LEVEL 1...5 

BRAKING CLOSING 
SETTING 1...9 

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CURRENT SENSOR
LEVEL 1...5 

BRAKING CLOSING 
SETTING 1...9 

SLOWING IN CLOSING
SETTING 1...9 

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

BRAKING CLOSING 
SETTING 1...9 

SLOWING IN CLOSING
SETTING 1...9 

SLOWING IN OPENING
SETTING 1...9

DIST. FROM OPEN
STEPS 1...9 

CLOSING SPEED
LEVEL 1...3

PAUSE TIME
130 SEC.

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

Note: 5

Note: 7

Note: 6

CLOSING SPEED
LEVEL 1...3

PAUSE TIME
180 SEC.

RESET PARAMETERS
OK.

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*    *
* PAUSE TIME      *
*        SEC.  *
*    *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

180

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

Press the arrows 
to increase or 
decrease the value 
(max. 240 seconds).
Keeping the arrows 
held down will force
the value to scroll
rapidly.

SLOWING IN CLOSING
SETTING 1...9 

SLOWING IN OPENING
SETTING 1...9 

DIST. FROM CLOSE
STEPS 1...9 

SLOWING IN OPENING
SETTING 1...9 

DIST. FROM CLOSE
STEPS 1...9 

DIST. FROM OPEN
STEPS 1...9 

DIST. FROM CLOSE
STEPS 1...9 

DIST. FROM OPEN
STEPS 1...9 

CLOSING SPEED
LEVEL 1...3

PAUSE TIME
180 SEC.

RESET PARAMETERS
OK

FW VERSION 
ELDOM24 V0.04

Note: 9

Note: 4

Note: 3

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES 
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

PROGRAM

TB FI
FS CP

TA TD
TC

00.000.007

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

Arrow
to scroll

SEQUENTIAL COM.
OPEN-SHUT/

OPEN-STOP-SHUT
AUTO. RECLOSING

ON/OFF
PRE-FLASHING

ON/OFF

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES 
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

Arrow
to scroll

SEQUENTIAL COM.
OPEN-SHUT/

OPEN-STOP-SHUT
AUTO. RECLOSING

ON/OFF
PRE-FLASHING

ON/OFF

SEQUENTIAL COM.
OPEN-SHUT/

OPEN-STOP-SHUT
AUTO. RECLOSING

ON/OFF
PRE-FLASHING

ON/OFF

AUTO. RECLOSING
ON/OFF

PRE-FLASHING
ON/OFF

WARNING LIGHTS 
FIXED/

INTERMITTENT

WARNING LIGHTS
FIXED/

INTERMITTENT
BOOM LIGHTS

FIXED/
INTERMITTENT

PHOTOCELL INVERT
DURING CLOSING/

AND IN STOP 

BOOM LIGHTS
FIXED/

INTERMITTENT
PHOTOCELL INVERT
DURING CLOSING/

AND IN STOP

TEST FI
ON/OFF

PHOTOCELL INVERT
DURING CLOSING/

AND IN STOP  

TEST FI
ON/OFF
TEST FS 
ON/OFF

TEST FI
ON/OFF
TEST FS
ON/OFF

INSTALLED BOOM
LEFT

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTACT TB
NC/8K2

CONTACT FI
NC/8K2

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

CONTACT TB
NC/8K2

CONTACT FI
NC/8K2

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTACT TB
NC/8K2

CONTACT FI
NC/8K2

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTACT FI
NC/8K2

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

CONTACT CP
NC/8K2

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

CONTACT CP
NC/8K2

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to return to

 ‘safety devices’

Note: 1

Note: 2

The number of 
manoeuvres 
carried out by 
the barrier and 
the time and 
date are 
always shown 
on the opening 
screen of the 
display.

The plug 
symbol
indicates that the 
ECU is working 
off mains power.

The fully
charged battery 
symbol
indicates that the 
ECU is working 
off battery power 
at 100%.

75%

50%

25%

0%

Press an arrow 
key to enter the 

main menu

PRE-FLASHING
ON/OFF

WARNING LIGHTS
FIXED/

INTERMITTENT
BOOM LIGHTS 

FIXED/
INTERMITTENT

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

07-06-13   15.35

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

Press the arrows 
to increase or 

decrease the value 
(max. 63)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*     *
* SET CONTRAST  *
*        SEC.  *

*     *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

26

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES 
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

CONTRAST
0....63  

REAR LIGHTING
ALWAYS ON/60/30 SEC.

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

CONTRAST
0....63  

REAR LIGHTING
ALWAYS ON/60/30 SEC.

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTRAST
0....63  

REAR LIGHTING
ALWAYS ON/60/30 SEC.

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to return to

‘display’

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES 
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

Arrow
to

scroll

SET TIME
08:00  

SET DATE
23-12-13

SET EVENTS

SET TIME
08:00  

SET DATE
23-12-13

SET EVENTS

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

SET TIME
08:00  

SET DATE
23-12-13

SET EVENTS

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

EVENT 0
MO-SU 08-10 TA 1

EVENT 1
MO-SU 08-10 TA 1

EVENT 2
MO-FR 10-08 TA 0

EXIT

SET DATE
23-12-13

SET EVENTS

EVENTS: ON/OFF

SET EVENTS

EVENTS: ON/OFF

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

PRESS the
transmitter

channel
to memorise

PRESS the
the same 

transmitter
channel

again

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

Arrow
to scroll

ENCODING: S4XX  

MEMORISE

CANCEL

CLEAR ALL MEMORY

CHANNEL FUNCTION

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES 
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

MEMORISE
[Nr...]

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*   *
*  ACTIVATION 1 *
* *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

MEMORISE
[Nr...]

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*   *
*  ACTIVATION 2 *
* *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

MEMORISE
[Nr...]

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* *
*   CODE *
* MEMORISED   *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

CANCEL
[Nr...]

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*   *
*  ACTIVATION 1 *
* *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PRESS the
transmitter

channel
to memorise

CANCEL
[Nr...]

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*   *
*  ACTIVATION 2 *
* *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PRESS the
the same 

transmitter
channel

again

CANCEL
[Nr...]

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* *
*   CODE *
* CANCELLED *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

ENCODING: S4XX  

MEMORISE

CANCEL

CLEAR ALL MEMORY

CHANNEL FUNCTION

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*       CANCEL *
*  ALL MEMORY ? *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PRESS ok to  
cancel all 
memory

or press exit

ENCODING: S4XX  

MEMORISE

CANCEL

CLEAR ALL MEMORY

CHANNEL FUNCTION

EXIT

Arrow
to exit

EXIT

OK

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*  CANCELLING *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

ENCODING: S4XX  

MEMORISE

CANCEL

CLEAR ALL MEMORY

CHANNEL FUNCTION

EXIT

CHANNEL A
channel function A

CHANNEL B
channel function B

CHANNEL C
channel function C

CHANNEL D

channel function D
EXIT

ENCODING: S4XX  

MEMORISE

CANCEL

CLEAR ALL MEMORY

CHANNEL FUNCTION

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

ENCODING: S4XX  

MEMORISE

CANCEL

CLEAR ALL MEMORY

CHANNEL FUNCTION

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to toggle the 

value  between
S4XX & S500

“PROG/OK” 
to return to
the remote

menu

[AB--] [AB--] [AB--]

[AB--] [AB--] [AB--]

ITALIANO

FRANÇAIS

ENGLISH

NEDERLANDS

DEUTSCH

ESPAÑOL

PROGRAM

TB FI
FS CP

TA TD
TC

00.000.007

07-06-13   15.35

press both arrows 
simultaneously to enter
the language submenu

“PROG/OK” to confirm

• Press the right and left buttons 
simultaneously to enter the 
language submenu.

• Press the right and left buttons 
to change the language: Italian 
to English.

• Press the "PROG/OK" button 
to con�rm the choice.

Language choice:

Note: 12

Note: 11

“PROG/OK” 
to return to the 
calender menu

Note: 10

Note: 8

1) FI Mode:
- FI also active when the boom is blocked: If the photocells are in alarm and the boom is blocked, no movement 

commands will be accepted (even opening commands);
- FI active only during closing

In both cases activating the FI safety device during the closing stage will force travel direction inversion.
2) Photocell test (FI/FS)

If you enable the security test you will have to connect both the transmitter and the receiver to the controlled
load output (CTRL 24 Vdc). When the test is enabled one second will pass between receiving a command and 
carrying it out.

3) Fast closing
OFF = function deactivated  - ON = type 1 - ON = type 2:
When the fast closing function is active, closing is determined by the beam of the photocells FI being broken 
(or obviously by activation of a TC control); the programmed pause time is therefore ignored.

4) Aux1 - Aux2:
- closed / open - aux 1 = closed barrier signal - aux 2 = open barrier signal;
- ch2 / courtesy light - aux 1 = enables the second channel by radio - aux 2 = contact for courtesy light;
- closed / courtesy light - aux 1 = closed barrier signal - aux 2  = courtesy light.

5) Setting the current sensor:
- Level 1 = motor input  + 2 amps
-  Level 2 = motor input + 3 amps

Note: 
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MOTOR SELECTION
ELDOM24 3/4M-6M 

CURRENT SENSOR
LEVEL 1...5 

LIMITED OPENING
SETTING 1...9 

“PROG/OK” 
to return to
 ‘options’

Arrow
to scroll

TEST FS
ON/OFF

INSTALLED BOOM
LEFT/RIGHT

MEMO RADIO
ON/OFF

INSTALLED BOOM
LEFT/RIGHT

MEMO RADIO
ON/OFF

RAPID RECLOSING
ON/OFF

MEMO RADIO
ON/OFF

RAPID RECLOSING
ON/OFF

AUX1 - AUX2
CH2 / CRTY LIGHT

RAPID RECLOSING
ON/OFF

AUX1 - AUX2
CH2 / CRTY LIGHT

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

RESET PARAMETERS
OK

FW VERSION 
ELDOM24 V0.04

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
per ritornare al

 menu moto

MOTOR SELECTION
ELDOM24 3/4M-6M 

CURRENT SENSOR
LEVEL 1...5 

BRAKING CLOSING 
SETTING 1...9 

MOTOR SELECTION
ELDOM24 3/4M-6M 

CURRENT SENSOR
LEVEL 1...5 

BRAKING CLOSING 
SETTING 1...9 

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CURRENT SENSOR
LEVEL 1...5 

BRAKING CLOSING 
SETTING 1...9 

SLOWING IN CLOSING
SETTING 1...9 

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

BRAKING CLOSING 
SETTING 1...9 

SLOWING IN CLOSING
SETTING 1...9 

SLOWING IN OPENING
SETTING 1...9

DIST. FROM OPEN
STEPS 1...9

CLOSING SPEED
LEVEL 1...3

PAUSE TIME
130 SEC.

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

Note: 5

Note: 7

Note: 6

CLOSING SPEED
LEVEL 1...3

PAUSE TIME
180 SEC.

RESET PARAMETERS
OK.

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* *
* PAUSE TIME *
* SEC. *
* *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

180

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

Press the arrows 
to increase or 
decrease the value 
(max. 240 seconds).
Keeping the arrows 
held down will force
the value to scroll
rapidly.

SLOWING IN CLOSING
SETTING 1...9 

SLOWING IN OPENING
SETTING 1...9 

DIST. FROM CLOSE
STEPS 1...9 

SLOWING IN OPENING
SETTING 1...9 

DIST. FROM CLOSE
STEPS 1...9

DIST. FROM OPEN
STEPS 1...9

DIST. FROM CLOSE
STEPS 1...9

DIST. FROM OPEN
STEPS 1...9

CLOSING SPEED
LEVEL 1...3

PAUSE TIME
180 SEC.

RESET PARAMETERS
OK

FW VERSION 
ELDOM24 V0.04

Note: 9

Note: 4

Note: 3

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES 
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

PROGRAM

TB FI
FS CP

TA TD
TC

00.000.007

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

Arrow
to scroll

SEQUENTIAL COM.
OPEN-SHUT/

OPEN-STOP-SHUT
AUTO. RECLOSING

ON/OFF
PRE-FLASHING

ON/OFF

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES 
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

Arrow
to scroll

SEQUENTIAL COM.
OPEN-SHUT/

OPEN-STOP-SHUT
AUTO. RECLOSING

ON/OFF
PRE-FLASHING

ON/OFF

SEQUENTIAL COM.
OPEN-SHUT/

OPEN-STOP-SHUT
AUTO. RECLOSING

ON/OFF
PRE-FLASHING

ON/OFF

AUTO. RECLOSING
ON/OFF

PRE-FLASHING
ON/OFF

WARNING LIGHTS 
FIXED/

INTERMITTENT

WARNING LIGHTS
FIXED/

INTERMITTENT
BOOM LIGHTS

FIXED/
INTERMITTENT

PHOTOCELL INVERT
DURING CLOSING/

AND IN STOP 

BOOM LIGHTS
FIXED/

INTERMITTENT
PHOTOCELL INVERT
DURING CLOSING/

AND IN STOP

TEST FI
ON/OFF

PHOTOCELL INVERT
DURING CLOSING/

AND IN STOP  

TEST FI
ON/OFF
TEST FS 
ON/OFF

TEST FI
ON/OFF
TEST FS
ON/OFF

INSTALLED BOOM
LEFT

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTACT TB
NC/8K2

CONTACT FI
NC/8K2

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

CONTACT TB
NC/8K2

CONTACT FI
NC/8K2

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTACT TB
NC/8K2

CONTACT FI
NC/8K2

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTACT FI
NC/8K2

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

CONTACT CP
NC/8K2

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTACT FS
NC/8K2

CONTACT CP
NC/8K2

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to return to

 ‘safety devices’

Note: 1

Note: 2

The number of 
manoeuvres 
carried out by 
the barrier and 
the time and 
date are 
always shown 
on the opening 
screen of the 
display.

The plug 
symbol
indicates that the 
ECU is working 
off mains power.

The fully
charged battery 
symbol
indicates that the 
ECU is working 
off battery power 
at 100%.

75%

50%

25%

0%

Press an arrow 
key to enter the 

main menu

PRE-FLASHING
ON/OFF

WARNING LIGHTS
FIXED/

INTERMITTENT
BOOM LIGHTS 

FIXED/
INTERMITTENT

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

07-06-13   15.35

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

Press the arrows 
to increase or 

decrease the value 
(max. 63)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* *
*   SET CONTRAST *
* SEC. *

* *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES 
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

CONTRAST
0....63  

REAR LIGHTING
ALWAYS ON/60/30 SEC.

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

CONTRAST
0....63  

REAR LIGHTING
ALWAYS ON/60/30 SEC.

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

CONTRAST
0....63  

REAR LIGHTING
ALWAYS ON/60/30 SEC.

EXIT

“PROG/OK” 
to return to

‘display’

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

OPTIONS
SAFETY DEVICES 
MOTION
DISPLAY
CALENDAR
REMOTE

Arrow
to

scroll

SET TIME
08:00  

SET DATE
23-12-13

SET EVENTS

SET TIME
08:00  

SET DATE
23-12-13

SET EVENTS

“PROG/OK” 
to change
the value

SET TIME
08:00  

SET DATE
23-12-13

SET EVENTS

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm

“PROG/OK” 
to confirm
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press both arrows 
simultaneously to enter
the language submenu

“PROG/OK” to confirm

• Press the right and left buttons 
simultaneously to enter the 
language submenu.

• Press the right and left buttons 
to change the language: Italian 
to English.

• Press the "PROG/OK" button 
to con�rm the choice.

Language choice:

Note: 12

Note: 11

“PROG/OK” 
to return to the 
calender menu

Note: 10

Note: 8

• Set the main operating parameters (e.g. installation right/left) in the options menu.
• If you have safety devices working with 8.2k contacts select the correct setting from the  safety device menu.
• Before programming the boom travel distances select the correct motor in the "Motion" menu.

 - Level 3 = motor input + 4 amps
 - Level 4 = motor input + 5 amps 
 - Level 5 = motor input + 6 amps

When the sensor is activated the boom immediately reverses movement for approx.10 cm, whether it was opening or closing, so that the obstacle 
is freed; it then remains at a standstill for 3 minutes,after which there is a pre-blinking stage of 10 seconds before the boom starts moving again 
in the same direction as when movement was interrupted.

6) Braking when closing:
Normalmente il valore di default "2" impostata in fabbrica soddisfa quasi tutti i casi. When the boom is closing, it decelerates noticeably just a few
degrees before gently ending the manoeuvre. The parameter controls the distance from the closing stop point at which this deceleration occurs.
The value "9" means that the final deceleration starts well before the closing stop point. The factory-set default value of "2" normally satisfies almost
all situations

7) Deceleration in closing / opening:
These 2 parameters control the starting point for the boom deceleration. A higher number means more space for slowing down, whereas a lower
number means less space. Before starting a movement, check the spring is balanced since the default values are calibrated for best movement

8) Setting the distance from the closing/opening stop point:
To increase or decrease this distance, set the parameter to anywhere between 0 and 9. Set at "0",the boom will stop very near the stop point, at
"9" the boom will stop further away from the stop point.

9)  Closing speed:
The parameter controls the overall closing speed, "1"  = max. speed "2" = med. speed  "3" = min. speed

10)  On/Off events:
By setting the on/off function on one of the radio channels, it is possible to activate/deactivate the events by remote control. Activation is indicated
by the flashing light blinking for 6 seconds and by the warning light. Deactivation is indicated by the light blinking for 3 seconds.

11) Coding: Before changing the type of coding, it is necessary to change the storage module from S4XX to S500 or vice versa, having first cut off
the electricity supply to the control unit.

12) Channel functions
Each radio control channel can 
be "A","B","C","D" set to one 
of 7 available functions:

- TD sequential command 
- TA open 
- TC close 
- Block
- CH2 second radio channel
-  events on/off
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PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE
(boom travel distance and current sensor)

• The installation of anti-derailment buffers is absolutely obligatory.
• Make sure the safety devices are at rest and the ECU is receiving mains power 

otherwise you will not be able to enter programming.
• It is not possible to enter programming when working off battery power.
• Before programming set the main operating parameters in the "OPTIONS"

menu.

REPOSITIONING

Attention! During the repositioning manoeuvre the current sensor value 
could be altered. At the end of the manoeuvre, however, it will reset 
automatically to the chosen value.

 If the programmer blocks due to an encoder count error ("Error ENC" on the dis-
play), after a programmer reset ("Out of pos."), when the motor has been released 
("Released motor") or there is a problem with the motor ("Mot error") the warning 
lights and indicator light will flash simultaneously for 2 seconds and will then switch 
off for 10 seconds. 

If in this stage you send a (TA, TC or TD) command to the programmer.

The programmer will move the boom slowly  to the completely closed position (2 
times as in the programming procedure) in order to recover the correct position.

At this point the programmer will function normally. If a "TA" command is given the 
positioning recovery is carried out in the opening direction.

No commands will be accepted during repositioning but the security devices will cut 
in and block all movement if they go into alarm.

To interrupt the repositioning manoeuvre press the "PROG" or "TB" button.

1...4... sec.

The pause time count will start (min. 2 seconds: max. 240 
seconds) indicated by "PAUSE" and the elapsed time 
appearing on the display

Press “PROG” to set the pause time to the required value. The 
boom will now open slowly in order to �nd the completely open 
position. 

When the boom reaches the completely open travel limit it will invert 
the travel direction and after moving a few centimetres it will open 
again to con�rm the completely open position. At this point the 
boom will start to close. When the boom reaches the completely 
closed travel limit it will invert the travel direction and after moving a 
few centimetres it will close again to con�rm the completely closed 
position. 

After carrying out this manouvre the control logic will carry out a 
complete opening and closing cycle at the standard operating 
speed in order to calibrate the current sensor.

When the boom reaches the completely closed position the 
programmer saves the parameters and quits the 
programming mode. The operation has not succeeded. You 
will have to repeat the programming procedure.

Press and hold down prog/ok for 4 seconds

“PROG/OK” for 4 sec.

AUTOMATIC
PROGRAMMING CYCLE
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PAUSA [030]Flashing on the display. You have to enter the programming mode to 
program the system. 

During normal operation it indicates that the "automatic repositioning" 
procedure is about to take place. In this case any commands received 
(TA, TC, or TD) will automatically start this procedure.

This happens when an N.C. contact is activated (FI, FS, CP) during 
encoder programming or automatic repositioning. Once the passive 
state of the security devices has been reset the boom will start moving 
again automatically. It also happens if a blackout occurs during 
programming.

Safety device test error. Check the condition of the safety devices and 
make sure that the alarm cuts in when an obstacle interferes with the 
beam (indication white characters on a black background). In case of 
anomalies replace the damaged safety device or bridge the contact 
and deactivate the safety test  (option menu).

This occurs when the programmer sends a command to the motor and 
nothing happens (motor  doesn't move). Check the connections of the 
motor and the condition of the fuses "F1", "F3" and then give another 
opening or closing command. If the motor still doesn't move you are 
faced with either a mechanical problem or a problem with the 
programmer. 

Encoder count error. If this error occurs during normal motor operation 
it means that there is a problem with the encoder signal. Check the 
relative connections and carry out automatic repositioning.

Encoder direction error. The boom movement direction is different 
from the encoder setting (eg. the boom moves in the closing direction 
while the program is carrying out the opening stage). Check motor  
power supply connections.

Current sensor error. When the boom is not moving this symbol means 
there is a problem with the current sensor.

When the  safety edge intervenes the boom will automatically invert 
for a few moments, both in the closing as well as the opening 
direction, to free the obstacle it will then stop for 3 minutes and then 
continue moving in the original direction after a 10 second pre�ashing 
period has elapsed.

When the sensor intervenes the boom will automatically invert for a 
few moments, both in the closing as well as the opening direction, to 
free the obstacle it will then stop for 3 minutes and then continue 
moving in the original direction after a 10 second pre�ashing period 
has elapsed.

Motor freed indication. When the motor has been reset and a 
command has been received an automatic repositioning cycle will be 
carried out. 

Alarm indications
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The system can be remotely activated using radio control devices; each channel 
has a choice of 6 possible functions: open - shut - sequential command - CH2 
output - stop - events on/off.
To set the functions to channels "A","B","C","D" use the command "CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONS" from the "REMOTE" menu. The sequential command may be set to 
"open-stop-shut-stop" or "open-close". 
Memory module (MM)
This is extractable, furnished with a non volatile EEPROM type memory, contains 
the transmitter codes and allows you to memorise up to 300 codes S4XX  / 1000 
codes S500 series. The programmed codes are maintained in this module even 
during blackouts. Before memorising the transmitters for the first time remember 
to cancel the entire memory content.
If the electronic card has to be replaced due to failure, the module can be extracted 
from it and inserted into the new card. Make sure that the module is correctly 
inserted as shown in fig. 11. 

TRANSMITTER CODE MANAGEMENT

Memorising a channel
1. Scroll to the "MEMORISATION" step in the "REMOTE" menu and confirm using 

the "PROG/OK" button:
the indication "Activation 1" will flash on the LCD.

2. Activate the transmitter channel that is to be memorised:
the indication "Activation 2" will flash on the LCD.

3. Activate the transmitter again (same transmitter, same channel*):
the indication "Code memorised" will flash on the LCD.

The number of channels already present in the memory is shown on the first line 
in brackets.
* if the channel is different or it is a different transmitter (point three) the memorisation 
attempt will abort without success however "Activation 1" will still flash on the LCD.

Note: It is not possible to memorise a code which is already in memory: if you attempt 
this the indication "COD. IN MEM." (point one) will appear on the LCD.

Cancelling a channel:
1. Scroll to the "CANCELLATION" step in the "REMOTE" menu and confirm using 

the "PROG/OK" button:
the indication "Activation 1" will flash on the LCD.

2. Activate the transmitter channel that is to be cancelled:
the indication "Activation 2" will flash on the LCD.

3. Activate the transmitter again (same transmitter, same channel*):
the indication "Code cancelled" will flash on the LCD.

The number of channels already present in the memory is shown on the first line 
in brackets.
* if the channel is different or it is a different transmitter (point three) the cancellation 
attempt will abort without success however "Activation 1" will still flash on the LCD.

Note: It is not possible to cancel a code which is not already in memory: if you 
attempt this the indication "COD. NOT MEM." (point one) will appear on the LCD.

Cancelling all user codes from memory:
1. Scroll to the "CANCEL ALL MEMORY" step in the "REMOTE" menu and con-

firm using the "PROG/OK" button: a procedure confirmation request "CANC
ALL MEMORY?" will appear on the LCD (press one of the arrows to exit the
procedure).

2. Press the "PROG/OK" button to confirm the total cancellation:
the indication "CANCELLING" along with a progress bar will appear on the
display.

3. Once the total cancellation has been carried out the display will return to "CANCEL
ALL MEMORY".

Memorising ulterior channels via radio (S4XX transmitters)

• The system can be remotely activated using radio control devices; (without opening 
the receiver) by setting "MEMO RADIO" has been activated in the "OPTIONS" 
menu.

1. Using a transmitter, in which at least one channel 
button "A, B, C or D" has already been memorised 
in the receiver, press the button in the transmitter 
as shown in figure.

Note: all the receivers within range when the channel button is pressed (and which 
have at least one of the transmitter channel buttons memorised) will activate their 
signal buzzer "B1" (fig. 11).

2. Press one of the channel buttons on the same transmitter. The receivers which do 
not contain that channel code will sound a five-second long "beep" and will then 
deactivate. The receivers which contain the channel code will sound a one-second 
long "beep" and will enter the "programming via radio" mode.

3. Press the previously chosen channel buttons on the transmitter which you wish to 
memorise; the receiver will sound 2 "beeps" of half a second each after which the 
receiver will be ready to receive another code.

MEMORIZZAZIONE CODICE TX-RX
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4. To leave the programming mode wait for 3 seconds without pressing any buttons. 
The receiver will sound a five-second long "beep" and will then exit the program-
ming mode.

Note: When the memory is entirely occupied the buzzer will sound 10 rapid "beeps" 
and will automatically leave the "programming via radio" mode.
The same signal is given each time you try to enter "programming via radio" when 
the memory is full.

Note: the memo radio procedure can only be carried out after programming has 
terminated and you have quit the setting/programming menu.

Attention: The management instructions for the S500 transmitters is available 
via the link: http://www.cardin.it/Attachment/zvl544-00.pdf

CONNECTING THE ANTENNA 
Connect an ANS400 / ANQ800-1 tuned antenna using a coaxial cable RG58 (imped-
ance 50Ω) with a maximum length of 15 m.

1) Automatic
Selected by enabling automatic reclosing (Automatic reclosing "ON" on the display). 
When the boom is completely closed the opening command will start a complete 
cycle which will end with automatic reclosing. 
Automatic reclosing starts after the programmed pause period has elapsed (minimum 
2 seconds) when the opening cycle has been completed or straight away after the 
intervention of a photoelectric cell (the intervention of a photoelectric cell causes the 
pause time to be reset). During the pause time "Pause" will flash on the display along 
with the remaining pause time.
Pressing the blocking button during this period will stop automatic reclosing and 
consequently stop the display from flashing. The indicator light remains lit until the 
closing manoeuvre has terminated.

2) Semiautomatic
Selected by deactivating automatic reclosing (Automatic reclosing "OFF" on the 
display). Work cycle control using separate opening and closing commands. When the 
boom has reached the completely open position the system will wait until it receives 
a closing command either via an external control button or via radio control, before 
completing the cycle. The indicator light remains lit until the closing manoeuvre has 
terminated.

3) Fast closing Type 1 - Type 2
Menu option OFF = function deactivated  - ON = type 1 - ON = type 2:
Caution! type "1" and "2" modes differ in the signal FI during closing. 
Type 1 only -  if during closing FI goes into the alarm state, the barrier opens 
again: when the boom is fully open, the pre-flashing stage starts immediately 
followed by closing;

Type 2 only -  if during closing FI goes into the alarm state, movement stops (there 
is no reversal of movement): the flashing light continues to flash, indicating an 
imminent situation of movement. In fact, when FI is once more in the idle condition, 
the closing movement starts immediately.
When the fast closing function is active, closing is determined by the beam of 
the photocells FI being broken (or obviously by activation of a TC control); the 
programmed pause time is therefore ignored.

When the boom is fully open it only closes again in one of the following two situations:
- a vehicle has passed in front of the reverse photocells: upon returning to the 

idle state, pre-blinking starts (if enabled), after which the barrier closes;
- the maximum wait time has elapsed; this time is different from the pause time 

and is fixed at 2 minutes;
- if the beam of the photocells FI is broken during opening, the programmer 

has the reclosing command stored and this will be carried out as soon as the 
boom is fully open (in other words without waiting for the FI beam to be broken 
again). If, however, (as the opening movement continues) a TC command or 
the remote control is activated (reversing the manoeuvre or stopping it) the 
re-closing memory is reset.

- if FI goes into the alarm state during the pre-flashing stage which precedes 
closing, the pre-flashing stops and starts again (immediately) only when FI 
returns to the idle state;

- if the opening key TA is pressed during the pre-flashing stage it stops the pre-
flashing and the system waits for another object to break the photocell beam;

- pressing the lock key stops every type of automatic manoeuvre; to close, it is 
necessary to give a TC command;

- activation of the safety edge during closing causes reversal of movement: to 
close, it is necessary to break the FI beam again or activateTC.

4) Manual manoeuvring with released motors
Releasing the motor the boom can be moved by hand; once the motor has been 
re-engaged the programmer will recover the position by carrying out the "repo-
sitioning" cycle.

FUNCTION MODES

REMOTE CONTROL 
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When the battery is completely flat (during blackouts) the programmer 
will lose the position of the door and therefore when power returns (after 
the first command given) you will have to carry out the repositioning 
procedure (see page 22). For this reason you should avoid leaving the 
electronic programmer without power for lengthy periods (more 
than two days).

• It is not possible to enter the programming mode when running off battery
power.

• During blackouts the battery supplies power to both the logic and the motor
control parts of the programmer.
For this reason during battery powered operation the voltage applied to the
motor is inferior to the voltage supplied during normal operation and the motor 
will therefore work slower and will not decelerate when approaching the travel 
limits.

Slot-in battery charger

The LED L3 indicates the function mode as follows:
Off: missing batteries or the electronic programmer is running 

off battery power (during a blackout). During the first 10 
seconds of operation from the start up of the electronic 
programmer the battery charger is blocked. After this period 
has elapsed it may either start self-diagnostics  (indicated 
by a lengthy flashing of the Led) or it will start recharging 
(Led continuously lit);

Brief flashing: voltage variation has been detected at the battery charger 
binding posts (e.g. when the batteries are being connected 
or removed);

Single flashing: this repeats every 2 seconds indicating that the batteries 
are being topped up to maintain their level;

Remains lit: the batteries are charging. The charge time depends on a 
number of factors and can last up to 16 hours. Using the 
motor will increase the time needed for charging.

Battery check
With the boom in the completely closed position and the display switched off. Check 
that LED "L3" (battery charging) is giving off "one flash at a time".
Switch off the power at the mains and make sure that the display indicates that it is 
working off battery power and that the charge is greater than 90%. Give a movement 
command and measure the overall voltage : The reading should be at least 22 Vdc.
This device allows the propulsion unit to work during blackouts.

5) Emergency manoeuvre
If the electronic programmer no longer responds to commands due to a malfunc-
tion you may use the EMRG1 or EMRG2 inputs to move the boom manually (fig. 
11). The EMRG1 or EMRG2 inputs directly command the motor without passing 
through the logic control.
Boom movement will be at normal speed and the direction depends on the installed 
position of the motor:
- left-hand installed motor EMRG1 closes and EMRG2 opens;
- right-hand installed motor EMRG1 opens and EMRG2 closes.

Attention! During the emergency manoeuvre all safety devices are disa-
bled and there is no boom positioning control: release the commands 
before you are at the mechanical travel buffer. Only use the emergency 
manoeuvre in cases of extreme necessity.

After you have carried out an emergency manoeuvre the electronic programmer will 
lose the position of the boom ("out of pos" on the display) and therefore when normal 
operation is restored it will carry out a repositioning manoeuvre.

COURTESY LIGHT / CH2 RADIO OUTPUT / BOOM STATUS (AUX1 /AUX2)
Binding posts "10, 11, 12,13" only give a potential free contact; this means that the 
courtesy light will have to be powered by an external circuit and the contact used 
as a simple switch.

The binding posts are linked to an NO contact relay the function of which can be 
activated through the men:

- indicating the status of the barrier (completely open / completely closed);
- the contact works as a second radio channel; 
- the contact commands the courtesy light.

The possible combinations are as follows:
-  closed / open - aux 1 = closed barrier signal - aux 2 = open barrier signal;
-  ch2 / courtesy light - aux 1 = enables the second channel by radio - aux 2 = contact 

for courtesy light;
-  closed / courtesy light- aux 1 = closed barrier signal - aux 2  = courtesy light.
Boom status: the contact indicates the completly open or completely closed 
position of the boom.
Courtesy light: the closing of the contact is controlled by timer .
CH2 radio: the contact is commanded by the second radio channel.

This device allows the propulsion unit to work during blackouts.

• The programmer has a built in charger for an NiMH 24V battery that is managed 
by a dedicated micro controller. The control chip adjusts the voltage according to 
the condition of the connected battery. 

To avoid the risk of overheating only use the battery supplied by the manu-
facturer SPN 999540.
If the battery shows signs of damage it must be replaced immediately.
The battery must only be installed/removed by qualified personnel. Used 
batteries must not be thrown into domestic rubbish bins and they must 
be disposed of according to the local standards and regulations in force.

• The unit returns to normal operation once the power supply brought back on line.  
To use the battery again it must first be allowed to recharge. 

The battery charge time with a battery in good condition can take up to a maximum 
of 16 hours. If the time required is greater you should consider replacing the bat-
tery. You are however advised to replace the battery every three years.

• When the door has stopped, the controlled external devices (CTRL 24 Vdc) do not 
receive power in order to increase the autonomy of the battery. When a command 
is received however (via radio or via cable) the programmer sends power to the 
controlled external devices and checks their security status. It follows therefore
that the command will be carried out (security devices at rest) with a one second 
delay to give time to restore the correct operation of the devices. If after this period 
a security device is found to be in alarm the command will not be carried out, power 
to the external devices will be cut off and the programmer will return to stand-by.

Note! If you wish to use an external receiver it must be wired to the binding posts 
19-20 (fig. 11) otherwise a command sent via radio will not be able to activate the door.

• The self-sufficiency of the system when it is running on battery power is depend-
ent on the ambient conditions and on the load connected at binding posts 19-20 
(power is always routed there during blackouts).

BATTERY POWERED OPERATION
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